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Program Exit Survey Form  2 for FH2020 
Academic Year 2019-20
Form description

*

Short answer text

*

Short answer text

*

Short answer text

*

Short answer text

*

A

Name(in full)

Roll No

Mobile No.

Personal Email ID (Other than GST)

Division

 Program Exit Survey Form 2

Questions Responses 73

https://accounts.google.com/SignOutOptions?hl=en&continue=https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1zdoRkuIoN1qexRh_oXeSjtBJ-mdBbdWIuUvFOtuGIdU/edit%3Fusp%3Dforms_home%26ths%3Dtrue
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B

Description (optional)

*

Strong(3)

Moderate(2)

Low(1)

*

Yes(3)

Can be better(2)

No(1)

*

Yes(3)

Somewhat(2)

No(1)

*

Wherever applicable, please click on the option,the extent to which you agree with each of the 
following  statement regarding your program

Q.1.Are you able to apply principles of science, mathematics and electronics engineering in 
solving engineering problems ?(PO1).

Q2.Are you able to analyze problems to search the literature and find out the appropriate 
solutions to  engineering problems?(PO2)

Q3. Are you able to design algorithm ,a system, circuit,component or process with 
appropriate cultural,societal and environmental considerations?(PO3)

Q4.How comfortable are you in using research based knowledge for performing 
experiments,analyzing data with valid conclusions(PO4)
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Extremely comfortable(3)

Comfortable(2)

Uncomfortable(1)

*

Extremely comfortable(3)

Comfortable(2)

Unomfortable(1)

*

Yes (3)

Somewhat (2)

No(1)

*

Yes (3)

Somewhat (2)

No (1)

*

Yes (3)

Q5.Given a new tool and environment how comfortable are you in utilizing it?(PO5)

Q.6. Are you aware of responsibilities of the professional engineering practice towards 
society? (PO6)(Issues related to health , safety, legal & cultural issues)

Q.7. Are you able to apply the knowledge gained to assess impact of Engineering solution 
on environment? (PO7) 

Q.8. Are you aware of professional ethical standards & committed to follow them? (PO8)
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Somewhat (2)

No (1)

*

Always(3)

Frequently(2)

Occasionally(1)

*

Yes(3)

Could  be better(2)

No(1)

*

Strong(3)

Moderate(2)

Low(1)

*

GATE

GRE

TOFFEL

Q9.How frequently are you able to function effectively on teams to accomplish a common 

Q10. Has your graduate program made you corporate ready in terms of communication 
skills?(PO10)

Q11.Are you able to apply the management principles during execution of projects?(PO11)

Q.12.have you appeared for any competitive exam? (PO12)( submit related 
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CAT

Any other

*

Short answer text

*

Short answer text

*

Short answer text

*

Short answer text

*

Short answer text

*

Q.13. Do you have got admits for higher studies(PO12)(submit related documents)If yes 
,where If,No, do you have any plans to undertake graduate studies eventually

Q.14. Have you been placed?If yes, where? Are you going to join_--

Q.15. Are you involved/participated in following activities during studies at SIES GST & in 
what capacity(submit related documents)                           a) Cultural                                          b) 
Social                                    c) Technical

Q16.Are yoy member of any professional body e.g.IEEE,IETE.If yes give the membership 
number and year of membership(Submit related document)

Q17.Are there any resources or services that you would like to see offered to graduates

Q.18. Could you provide suggestions for how to improve your graduate program? 
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Short answer text

*

Strong(3)

Moderate(2)

Low(1)

*

Strong(3)

Moderate(2)

Low(1)

Description (optional)

Q19.PSO1:Are you able to achieve eminence in domains like signal processing, 
VLSI,embedded IoT, RF & microwave.

Q20.PSO2:Are you able to become technocrats capable of working in multi disciplinary 

Thank you for sparing your valuable time


